1.3.2012 to 31.3.2013

The Board of Directors, Chairman and Vice-Chairmen from the details such as names, ages, qualifications and experience of all the corporations; and the detailed list of Directors appointed by the Government on various County Planning department.

The detailed list of the List of Corporations under Department of Town and Planning shall be placed before the Minister for Town and Country Planning be pleased to state:

DEPARTMENT

LIST OF CORPORATIONS UNDER TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING

SHRI VISHAWATI RANE

31.3.2013

Board of Directors, Chairman and Vice-Chairmen from 1.3.2012 to the details such as names, ages, qualifications and experience of all the corporations; and the detailed list of Directors appointed by the Government on various Department, the detailed list of the List of Corporations under Water Resources shall be placed before the Minister for Water Resources be pleased to state:

DEPARTMENT

LIST OF CORPORATIONS UNDER WATER RESOURCES

SHRI VISHAWATI RANE
32. WILL the Minister for Art and Culture be pleased to state:

Funds Allocated to Kala Academy at Panaji

SHRI DICAMBAR KAMAT

33. WILL the Minister for Art & Culture be pleased to state:

Funds Allocated to Raviinda Bhave at Curcchorm

SHRI DICAMBAR KAMAT

34. WILL the Minister for Art & Culture be pleased to state:

Funds Allocated to Raviy Kala Mandir at Ponda

SHRI DICAMBAR KAMAT

amount sanctioned and amount utilized?
the details such as name of the programmes, date of programmes held,
the amount of fund that has been utilized till date, and
the total amount of funds allocated to the Raviy Kala Mandir at Ponda

amount sanctioned and amount utilized?
the details such as name of the programmes, date of programmes held,
the amount of fund that has been utilized till date, and
the total amount of funds allocated to the Kala Academy at Panaji from

amount sanctioned and amount utilized?
the details such as date of allocation, various heads under which grants

cumulated from 01/04/12 till date;
the total amount of funds allocated to the Raviinda Bhave at

SHRI DICAMBAR KAMAT
27. WILL the Minister for Civil Supplies be pleased to state:
   (a) whether the Government have any Scheme to provide cooking gas connections to:
i) religious bodies of temples, churches, mosques etc.;
ii) Mahila self-help groups;
iii) registered clubs/institutions; and
(b) if not, whether the Government will formulate such a scheme?

28. WILL the Minister for Water Resources be pleased to state:
   (a) whether the Government is aware of the dilapidated condition of the historic retaining wall of the erstwhile Gopakottam City of Kadamba Dynasty at Goa Velha, and
   (b) if so, whether the Government has taken any initiative to restore the above historic wall?

29. WILL the Minister for Power be pleased to state:
   (a) whether Government has given extension to any officers during the last three years till date for more than three terms;
   (b) if so, the details of the names of the officers along with designations, date of superannuation, extensions granted and the reasons thereof;
   (c) whether any officer been granted extension for more than eight times; and
   (d) if so, the details of the names of the officers thereof?
to create own infrastructure in power sector

whether the government has any plans to become self sufficient and

with the details thereof; and

the quantum of power available from coal block through Chandigarh

government of India and through the emararked agencies;

the quantum of power which the state has been receiving from

Central Sectors;

the quantum of power which the State has been receiving from

date:

the actual demand of power in the State during the last three years

WILL the Minister Power be pleased to state:

DEMAND OF POWER IN PORPORIM CONSTITUENCY

SHRI ROHAN KHANDE

If it will be affiliated?

it so, the places at which such courses will be conducted and to whom

Film Sector;

whether the government has any plans to start courses relating to

WILL the Minister for Art and Culture pleased to state:

COURSES RELATING TO FILM SECTORS

SHRI ROHAN KHANDE

receiving proper supply of water for their domestic use in Porporim

whether the Government is aware that more than 50% people are not

when the domestic use;

whether Government has any plan to check the wastage of water other

of items they are desirous;

the number of wells constructed in Porporim Constituency with number
water by industrial lobby with details thereof;
whether there is any plan with the Government to stop misuse of rain water harvesting and supply;
whether any preparation has been made by the Government for supply;
whether it is a fact that there is due to interruption of tubewell water supply;
whether it is a fact that Goa will face crisis due to shortage of water the last three years till date;
the water supply situation for agriculture and irrigation in Goa during;

18. WILL the Minister for Water Resources be pleased to state:

GOA
WATER SUPPLY SITUATION FOR AGRICULTURE AND IRRIGATION

SHRI ROHAN KHAUOTE

heritage in the State with details thereof;
whether the Government will ensure that all those folklores are properly protected and maintained for maintaining proper cultural property, Khandelwal and folklores are in verge of extinction, and
whether the Government is aware that Bandel, Chaudhari, Dholkikolkore in Goa;
the number of folklores existing in Goa;
whether there are any proposals of Government to protect various

19. WILL the Minister for Art and Culture be pleased to state:

PROTECTION OF VARIOUS FOLKLORE IN GOA

SHRI ROHAN KHAUOTE
13. WILL the Minister for Town and Country Planning be pleased to state:

ALLOCATION OF PLOTS OF 100 SQ.MTS.

SHRI ROHAN KHAUNTE

to construct in Sanvordham Constellations?

the details of the number of Bandhars the Government has planned

and the rate per day paid to daily wages employees; and

whether the Government has any proposal to clear the issue of houses

in 100 Sq.Mts. plots?

whether the Government has a proposal to clear the issue of houses

in 100 Sq.Mts. plots?

12. WILL the Minister for Water Resources be pleased to state:

DEPARTMENT

DIVISIONS AND SUB-DIVISIONS IN WATER RESOURCES

SHRI GANESH GANORKAR
whether any risk/inspections have been conducted during this period

(e) measures, methods of measurements and measuring instruments, and

2012 IIlI date to regulate misused/defected measuring weights and

the measures the Department has undertaken on its own since March

that has been taken;

(p) methods of measurements and measuring instruments and the action

March 2012 IIlI date regarding use of weights and measures, the 

numbers of complaints the Department has received since

(e) work has been tendered;

(q) if so, the details including details of tenders/contracts, etc., if the

measures;

(b) whether the Department of Legal Metrology has undertaken any

whether the Minister for Legal Metrology be pleased to state:

WILL THE MINISTER FOR LEGAL METROLOGY BE PLEASED TO STATE:

CONSUMER PROTECTION ACURACY OF WEIGHTS AND

SHRI VITAL SARDESAI

(b) supplied and installed during the last two years IIlI date?

(q) the Constituency-wise and month-wise details of new licenses

of street lights during the last two years IIlI date; and

(a) the details of the works carried out in selected Tulas for maintenance

7. WILL THE MINISTER FOR POWER BE PLEASED TO STATE:

MAINTENANCE OF STREET LIGHTS

SHRI ALEXIO REGINALDO LOURENCO
If not, the action taken by the Government in the matter?

Undertake the diversion, and

If so, whether the builder has obtained all the requisite permissions to

building?

Dighi channel has been specially diverted to make place for this

building in the vicinity of above complexes are due and that a meter

whether the Government is aware that foundation pits for another

independently large number takes toll on water and power supply;

whether the Government is aware that permitting such building in

Complexes, Churn, Chimdi,

parking place in building built in the vicinity of Subhash Shakti
details of all building approved by the Government in the

the jurisdiction of Village Panchayat

IN ST. CRUZ CONSTITUENCY

Building Approved by the Government in the

Shri Alexio Reginaldo Lourenco

whether the steps the Government intends to take to repair these street lights/

street lights poses danger to the local people; and

whether the Government is aware that due to these non-functioning

from Duplep Junction till Banastami bridge are not functioning;

whether the Government is aware that the street lights along the NH4

3.

WILL the Minister for Power be pleased to state:

JUNCTION TILL BANASTAMI BRIDGE

Non functioning of NH4 Street Light from Duplep

Shri Alexio Reginaldo Lourenco
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